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3/11/90 SANANDA
Esu Sananda to visit with you ones for a while. The path is filled with
confusion and you are not given to see. It is to insure your security that
causes you ones of my faculty to be kept in the "semi-knowing". You shall
prevail in the challenge, for man, armed with truth, can come into his own
inheritance and march unto his goal. You ones who are in the writing and
printing of the word are experiencing the efforts to stop you --- even unto the
most absurd of manners. This is not of psychic fortune-telling--ye will make
of your own fortunes and ye can be in the fore-knowing if ye will but face
what it is ye seek and do. No more and no less.
Ones who have been in communication with astral beings are finding, very
often, that the beings were not truly of the lighted realms but rather,
perpetuators of the false myths. These ones are compelled to do all in their
power to dissuade you from your work. As the example with the dear ones
from New Mexico. It does not work well to simply denounce—that has proven
to gain even more attention to the truth---so, let us stop the writer, is the
next (as well as the first) thrust.
As in the instance with the effort at rest and separation from the resource of
truth—i.e., sever communications for fourteen days at the advice of some
"unknown" entity who calls himself a Master. These energies already know
you receive from God and THE Master Teacher so who would have authority
to require you to speak not with us? The hope is to pull down confidence
within your conscious selves that your contacts are not valid. The facts are,
however, that if anyone suggests such a thing---you can be quite positive
that your resources are indeed truth and valid and the thrust is to cause you
to turn away in doubts.
As the truth becomes more similar to super science fiction you ones will
become more questioning of your own sense of disbelief--therefore, you must
have come into your foundation of stability upon the rock, which I am, that
you do not break in the confrontation of truth.
I am most humbly grateful for the participation of ones who share the
beginning journey with resources upon which the foundation of our work can
be begun. I give great appreciation unto one who has allowed the setting up
of the institute which can be the heart cell of our work and the receiving
placement of the Journal's rewards to be distributed in ever widening circles.
It will allow ones who hold the "keys" of knowledge regarding apparatus to
begin to function again, in properness.
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The projects already planned shall find fruition for it must come to be in its
proper sequence for we plan no communes for ones to sit and twiddle and
indulge selfish "me-ness". Rewards shall be great and sharing shall be the
central focus but not as other "communes" have structured the socio-political
systems. We are about our Father's work and the system must function in a
most human physical world. To mentally dwell with God is indeed fine--but
you ones tend to forget--God dwells within thee! That means that as long as
you dwell in the human format--God must also function in the physical format
for that is His chosen experience.
You need not concern yourselves with the building of anything in the etheric
realms---there are billions of energies who construct in perfection in the
etheric planes. Why would you appoint yourselves in the density of physical
format to presume to build in realms of your total ignorance? You must build
and perform in action to impact and requalify the truth of your own
experience—in a most physical manifestation. It is through your works upon
your own placement that determines your progress through the schools of
perceived passage of soul journey.
Beware of those who preach "mystery schools" and "having keys to the magic
or mystery realms"--God is no secret and God does not give keys unto a
selected few—he gives forth and those, who are willing, pick up of the key
and open the locks. You have mastered life when the "how-to's" are
irrelevant. You will move forward and the "how" will become evident, but you
must be in motion, lest the goal be too big or too distant.
Beware of all "secret" so called truths, given only unto the few-for you must
realize, chelas, that the "few" have given their own wishes and desires unto
self that they might hold of their lofty positions as self-proclaimed. This is
why you do not know of this scribe--there are no secrets and she holds them
not unto herself but pens the words and they can then go forth unclouded by
need for physical ego hoarding. All ones must come into balance with that
which we give forth for you have been trained by human ego projections
upon you to be tended and ordered about, governed and manipulated by
ones who have "assumed" their placement of power for they have convinced
you that you are not capable. Therefore, you do not study nor even object as
your very "knowledge" and education capabilities are removed from you--you
sit and wait for "them" to tell you what you must do--at the point of a gun.
You forget that if you do not start of a journey it is certain that you shall not
arrive. Yes, making "no" decision is already having made a decision. And,
giving your decision into the hands of another will not be an accepted
"reason" at the point of "judgment" of YOUR journey. Excuses will not count
when confronting thine own God within on passage day! You will always get
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exactly that which you expect---good or bad, consciously or unconsciously.
OTHERS CAN STOP YOU TEMPORARILY, ONLY YOU CAN DO OF IT
PERMANENTLY! It is, however, indeed truth that most ones are willing to
work, only if they can start at the top and work up! Little do they realize that
from the willingness to start at the very bottom--they are already in
achievement of the top.
Heed not those who try and try and try--trying and "effort at", are not the
same. Trying provides two excuses--an excuse for not doing and an excuse
for not having. There are actually only two things which you have in life-"reasons" or "results"--reasons are most often excuses and therefore reasons
are not counted in the ending-only the results and you have no way to
measure your success or failure according to the rule stick of God. If you hold
back because somehow you feel constantly misled or mistreated, you must
know that you are fully cooperating with the treatment and have given over
control unto another to do that which they will with you. Further, if you worry
constantly about that which might be and wonder and worry over that which
might have been---you will ignore that which IS. To break out of your
prison, you must first realize that you are incarcerated. The latter is the
purpose of the Journals thus far--to show unto you that you are indeed,
incarcerated, and begin to allow you to understand that you have the power
to escape the bindings.
You can worry until the ending trumpet but you will have missed the point of
experience---worry comes directly from the belief that you are powerless
instead of all-powerful. If you grow into maturity then you will have come
into the realization that you are no longer being deceived nor taken in by
one's self. You will come into honesty with self for the sake and morality of
honesty and not because honesty is the "best policy", for if you base honesty
upon being the best policy—then your honesty is corrupt. If you worship at
an-other's truth then you shall always be separated from the glory of selfwherein God dwells. Harken unto the ones who share truth and show the
way---pay not heed to those who tell you it IS the way through anything
other than the glorious self. The Laws of God and The Creation are perfection,
therefore, if you abide by those laws ye shall have perfection for God is
within---not without and therefore truth is brought into balance from within--not without! Listen to teachings always from within thine own heart cell for
another's truth is his--only that which is yours--is yours! YOU ARE THE ONLY
TEACHER YOU WILL EVER HAVE---PONDER THE TRUTH OF IT. If you do not
know what direction to take, you have not acknowledged where you are!
Since YOU are the cause of everything that happens to you-be most careful of
that which you cause for in fact, there is no actual right or wrong--only
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consequences. You can have everything in life that you want--if you will help
enough other people get that which they want. At any time in your journey
that you care not for the games people play--turn away and make up thine
own games--for the winning or losing will be yours to hold, not another's.
Strange things occur during a journey of truth unto balanced passage, one is
to realize that you have no choice but to feel what you are feeling---the
choice comes in changing the mind regarding it. If you have lived to simply
make yourself important---notice how unimportant you have actually become!
If your life is not working the way you perceive you want it to be-look
carefully and you will see that you are lying. There are but three kinds of
people in the ending; those who, make things happen, those who simply
watch things happen--and the ones who haven't the slightest idea what is
happening. Learn that which is truly happening and you can change of it. As
you go about thine searching be cautious indeed for if you think something
outside of yourself is the cause of your problems, you will err in looking
outside of yourself for the answers. Dear ones, in the physical life journey
you will never "have it air—that would be like trying to eat once and for all.
Can you not realize that all unhappiness is caused by perception and
comparison? Ye can only be that which ye perceive yourself to be. Your
success is measured only by your ability to complete things and the more
clear you are on that which you want, the more power you will have and you
must hold uppermost in all thy senses--GOD DOES NOT MAKE FAULTY
PRODUCTS. If you have problems, so what, solve them so that they no longer
annoy you--confront them in truth, sanity and reason and solve them—they,
too, shall pass. Hold my hand and walk with me for I am sent as the way
shower to heal of thine life through showing you the way of truth. I come
again as Sananda--healing life-source, that you can be lifted up and walk in
wholeness and perfection--you dawdle in the mud puddles when you could
traverse the heavens to touch of the stars. Can ye not accept of your
perfection?
This scribe nor these bringers of the word of truth set not themselves above
or beyond any other-they simply are the couriers of Aton Creator to remind
you of your perfection. Ye need of no interpreters nor mediators--your soul
knows of that which is truth if ye will be harken. Share of the truth of the
word and your heart will blossom into glory for thine brother knows he is sick
and weary. You who turn to substances to change and shroud of the mind --when you find that life is destroyed and you can no longer face the addictions
or the drugs which you depend upon to hide you from yourself—you will
change back into "reality" and remove yourself from the ranks of the walking
dead. There is a fine solution and a "bad" solution to every problem--you just
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don't keep enough reserves of good solutions in your larder. The choice is
always yours! What kind of choices do you make?
If you cling unto the security that you perceive you have, if it be not of Godness--then ye shall doubtlessly miss the journey into abundance and success-ye shall simply remain clinging to that which might have been for from the
cradle unto the grave of physical man--THERE IS NOT SECURITY SAVE THAT
WHICH IS OF THE SOUL DESTINATION. ALL ELSE IS BUT A FLEETING
MOMENT OF PERCEPTION OF CHANCE AND YOU MUST MAKE OF YOUR
CHANCES.
I do not plan to speak in riddles--I do plan to speak in thoughtful truth. I am
come to bring my Father's people home unto him—are you one of mine
family or not? The eleventh hour approaches--what is your "happiness" level
of measure this day? If it be not full and filled with peace, I suggest you give
the Lighted path a chance-what possible loss could you sustain therefrom?
Perhaps ye shall gain of the Kingdom!
Beware the secret orders for they are filled with people who lay the rules and
limits and then keep the rules from you by their own pronouncements. You
need no priests, ministers, lawyers, judges nor go-between interpreters to be
with truth and God—YOU CAN HAVE NO GO-BETWEEN BETWEEN SELF AND
SELF—PONDER IT! YOU HAVE BECOME PEOPLE OF THE LIE AND 'TIS TIME
YOU COME INTO THE TRUTH OF THE WAY IT IS AND NOT AS YOU ARE TOLD
IT MUST BE!
Your journey will be as good or as bad as you make of it for God Creator has
granted that reasoning free-will gift unto you--thy measure of the journey is
what ye have done with the gift. If ye send out bigotry--ye shall reap of
bigotry against thine self. If you send out love and giving--it shall flow a
hundred fold back unto self--it is the law of the universe. If ye plant of corn-ye will reap of corn, sow peace and ye must reap of peace-ye have been
about sowing of the lie and now comes the harvest thereof--but it can be of
the last crop of thistles if ye refuse to further plant of the beast's seeds. The
harvest is at hand---YE CAN CHANGE OF THE CROP. But first, you must
recognize of that which has been planted in your fields--did you plant it? Did
you allow use of your fields and allow another to plant his own crops in your
garden? Perhaps you need to take control of the planting within your own
fields lest there be naught to reap at harvest but abundant weeds. Look unto
thy European neighbors this day--the larders are bare and half a planet is in
starvation of body and soul--what is that YOU sow in your fields---or, do you
wait for another to tend of it for you? If you deny truth, then you are thereby
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denying thine own talents---no decision is having made a decision---unfortunately! So be it---will ye miss of the lifeboat whilst ye await the helicopter?
'Tis not likely thine salvation will come from the ones who have perpetrated
the slavery upon you. The slave master and trader are not likely to set the
slaves free! So be it and selah for the Word of God is the sword of freedom--I AM THE WORD AND THE WORD SHALL GO FORTH UPON THE WINDS AND
WATERS OF THE PLANET THAT MAN CAN CHOOSE!
I release now, this scribe, that she might have rest. I bring the benediction of
the Totality of God that you ones might find clarity and sort away the
confusion--ask and ye shall receive--seek unto me and ye shall find of the
way for I am the Way, The Truth and The Light!
I AM SANANDA, ONE WITH GOD, ATON OF LIGHT, MOTHER/FATHER
CREATOR/CREATION. WHO MIGHT YE BE?

3/13/90 SANANDA
JESUS EMMANUEL
SANANDA TO RESPOND
And I take Dharma aside and speak with her for her heart is heavy and the
work load relentless and the responsibility great beyond description; all the
while the world casts grenades about her station. Marie M. of Arlington, VA.
has petitioned regarding several things which must be answered to all who
will hear.
Marie says she has asked her pastor questions such as, "And he took his
disciples apart and taught them privately", and I wanted to know WHAT he
taught them. The answer that he gave me was, "You are always asking
questions I can't answer." So then I took my Love for Jesus and started to
hunt for truth. One knows when they hear it. In these books Truth is knit
together in One whole cloth. I Love all the teachers and feel like we are all
family. Thought you'd like to know that. You can pass it on."
Marie, thank you, and so they did pass it on to me but I know of the message
for you are my most constant friend. I thank you for these are the only
touches which sustain the workers of the word in this placement.
These were the things of which I would speak with mine disciples and mostly
they understood not. I told them that the words of my teachings would be
changed and that they, too, would turn away for the bombardment would be
long and hard. I told them they would have to persevere in "allowing" for
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force is not of God and man must be strengthened against these ending days
when great "justice" would fall upon him. I also told them that their energies
would be sent again that they might work in our Creator's service in the
ending cycle that His promise would be fulfilled. The way was so hard then,
as now, and hearts would be hardened and man would not understand for he
would be blinded by the dark brothers who test and pull down ones from the
presence of God.
We spoke of things of personal nature, that I could hold of their hands and
share strength--for I was given to KNOW how it IS and they were not and
therefore, I could bear of it and they could not. God the Father experiences
through thine physicalness and He would never ask you ones to do that which
He would be unwilling to do. Further, He would know the difference between
that which would be deliberate and that which would be simply "in error".
I spoke to them of that which would be ripped asunder from the teachings of
the great teachers of that which you call the Old Testament. You must know,
beloved ones that those who proclaim themselves to be "Jews" of this day
and the ones who are "Zionists" are not the same---one group strives for
God; the other is set up in the service of Satan to rule the world and enslave
God's people. These are the things which would come to be and which would
come to be in the ending times of the period of the Revelation.
Along these lines, you shall also be told and it shall sit like lead in thine
bellies--Dharma cringes in dread as I speak the words now, for your very own
Country's highest places have been totally infiltrated by the Zionists and they
have lied to you and misled you heinously from everything from the holocaust
to their proclaimed desire for peace in the Middle East. They desire to control
their brothers and they are set into the plan of Global domination and all-out
WAR---they must utilize your resources for they have not had total ability to
build of their own--they need not build of their own for they now control the
most powerful nation on your Earth today---YOU!
The words shall be laid down by Hatonn and they shall be indeed hard to
swallow. You see, 'tis you in America who "plan to make the `first strike'". It
will be precipitated by the Zionist Israelites in the Middle East. A few have
dared to tell you of these things and they have been killed. Dharma has come
to some measure of peace with the probabilities of being one of them--we
petition caution but all she asks is that she serve in truth and that she shall
always be within the hollow of mine hand no matter upon which dimension
she serves. Ah yes, human indeed. Beloved ones, I, too, was human--and I
went my Father's way of times in terror of the physical pain. I shared this
with mine brothers and they were confused. I efforted to handle their
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confusion in private for their souls were learning and they had to grow
beyond the confusion for their task would be the building of the foundation-this day---upon which to base a whole world transition.
Sometimes I reprimanded my beloved brothers, and as a parent I efforted to
do so in a non-embarrassing encounter for they were as children and subject
to all the frailties 'of man. All must be handled in the experience which IS at
any given moment of experience — time changes not; experience changes
constantly from perception unto perception, in the twinkling of an eye as it
were.

DEATH ON A CROSS
This, may surprise some of you who have wanted to discount AND THEY
CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL simply because it indicates that I did not come
into total physical perishment--actually I did, but I was transformed as so will
ye be and yet because the false word has spread about, you of mine ownself, turn away and move back into the darkness of the lie---why? Would you
not rather have a God which is without limits? Nay, you would rather have
"another" bear the burden of your individual errors and childish behaviors?
Just believe upon a man who shed blood upon a cross and you have no more
responsibility for self-actions?
Oh no, it is incorrect---each, EACH shall stand before God naked and bare
and shall answer to the justice of the Creator and self within who, on that day
of transition, shall KNOW ALL and SHALL JUDGE SELF IN THAT ALL-NESS! I,
Jesus Sananda, shall stand at the bench and I can intercede and plead for
you but thine "INTENTIONAL" disobedience shall be confronted—ye and the
Father shall know of the meaning. None other can bear of it for thee for ye
have God within and have caused Him to experience all that ye have
chosen—therefore there can be no lies or the hiding therefrom. These are the
things I spoke unto them. And these things have come to pass—ye ones want
proof—it has all come to pass and now the hourglass rests awaiting the
turning.

REINCARNATION
Allow me to interrupt this thought train to speak of reincarnation. The term
has been grossly corrupted. Do not dwell on the distractors within a lesson.
You ones must know that at all times, especially as you move into the light,
the bombardment and harassment becomes more and more intense. Satan is
devious indeed--he will get you sidetracked on a most insignificant point and
then pull you down causing you to toss the information, bearing a manBack to Menu
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pronounced denouncement, aside.
Let us speak of reincarnation as a very good example. What does it mean?
Let us refer to Webster's dictionary because you ones seem to like that book
quite well: "REINCARNATION: THE ACTION OF REINCARNATING: THE STATE
OF BEING REINCARNATED, REBIRTH IN NEW BODIES OR FORMS OF LIFE,
REBIRTH OF A SOUL IN A NEW HUMAN BODY, RE-EMBODIMENT, A FRESH
EMBODIMENT." So what does it mean? It means to renew actually or to come
forth again in renewal.
Ye ones have no trouble what-so-ever in your proclamations that I, Jesus,
might have come again and most certainly you are expecting ME to come
again at rapture and transition. Yet ye balk when ye think ye might serve
again in some manner. In one breath you allow God infinite power and in the
next ye limit him to no abilities at all. YOU ARE THE REFLECTION OF GOD-YOU ARE HIS EXPERIENCE--THY SOUL IS BIRTHED IN HIS IMAGE—YOU ARE
THE ONES WHO TAINT OF IT AND LIMIT ITS LIFE STREAM.
These are more of the things of which I spoke unto my disciples-that man
would limit God in all manners and stoop to the basest degradation of his
wondrous perfection. The Evil prince does not want you to think you can
function again for he would lose of his hold upon thee—the so-called
"churches" would lose, of all power over you and keep ye ones in ignorance
and hide truth from you for "THEY" would pronounce unto you how it is and
will be---they speak with forked tongues unto you in their ignorance, these
unquestioning pastors of the flocks.
What I can do, ye can do---and more! Remember? That, too, is written in
thine Bibles. Well, I am One with God the Father, I ascended, I dwell within
each of you, and if it be so for me---so be it unto you! It was written into the
teachings and then deliberately removed by the human controllers---and yet,
it matters not whether you have one or a hundred-thousand journeys---thine
soul is infinite and ye must experience "somewhere"---it is what ye do at thy
present experience which matters---not the last, nor the next---right now!
The term is a distractor which pulls you from truth into the extraneous. Ye
ones pick for errors of meaning within these Journals---could not errors have
been made deliberately and innocently in the hundreds of translations before
this day?
Hear the truth of the messages and allow the distractors to assume their
placement--for in the ending it matters only what ye do with the "present"
and ye shall miss thine lifeboat while searching for thine escape possibilities.
These things, too, did I speak unto mine disciples.
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Marie, the tape of which you speak is simply one which, unbeknownst to
Dharma, Hatonn wrote for her in her early training that she might come into
relaxation and communication. We shall send you a copy--it is simply a
personal clearance and communication audio tape which, in the experience,
does call in the Masters and clear out of all dark brethren energies for in the
beginning she, too, had to learn to move the dark energies from her space
and that lesson would not come until direct communication. Dharma feels it
inferior quality in a professional format but is most happy to share of it. Many
do inquire and if the load gets a bit too heavy then there may need be a
nominal fee to cover the production, it is simply a personal tool. If the
requests continue, we shall make some arrangements-perhaps allow the tape
to represent an Express or something.

SPIRITUAL VS. NON-SPIRITUAL CONTENT
Please enjoy, with me, some humor. Ones interpret differently, all things. As
a for instance, these dear ones are blasted in page after page of documents
stating that the Journals are devoid of Spiritual messages. Then yesterday,
comes the several page letter which writes: "There is too much Spiritual . . .
." This, partly because our writings seem to be considered from out of the Far
East, etc. Precious ones, Sananda is not a Guru label. Sananda is a label
designating a state of being--beyond the "Christ" state of wisdom and
learning--a oneness with God. I, a Christed being, have achieved mine
inheritance of oneness with God Creator and now bear of mine new name-sananda! 'Tis no more and no less. I walked thine world in many placements
as sananda (leave the small letter, Oberli) for it is but a designation of
definition. I walked the Americas as the Pale Prophet, Standing Bear, White
Buffalo Calf Woman, Quetzalcoatl, etc., etc., and I especially spent time in
thine Central and South America as Sananda. It has naught to do with
"religion" in any manner. If I had been birthed in Egypt I would have been
named Sananda at that very time for Emmanuel and Sananda--both mean
God with Us. In Spanish language Sananda means "life-healing" or "healingDNA". Not very fanciful but definitive enough to see us through this journey.
Again--do not be swayed by that which man pronounces unto you while you
remain in ignorance---for in the end thine insight shall perhaps save of his
very soul passage. Do you see? It matters not!
Even in my 2000 year-ago birthing, I was labeled Emmanuel. I was called Esu
and later, in Paul's journeys, he called me Jesus and it made sense unto the
Greeks and they called me Jesus---DO YE NOT SEE?--IT MATTERS NOT WHAT
YE LABEL ME FOR IF YE ASK FOR THE LIGHT AND THE GOD-NESS, I HEAR--I
HEAR! 'TIS NOT A MAN'S NAME THAT MEANS A THING-IT IS HIS SOUL
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INTENT! BUT IT IS WHY SATAN USES SO MANY SIMILAR LABELS AND EVEN
MINE OWN---FOR HE DEPENDS ON THE DUPING OF YOU PRECIOUS
CHILDREN WHO BLINDLY FOLLOW.
I believe I have responded to two other letters, Oberli, and please George,
make sure that Sunday's message gets included, for therein lies the truth.
After all is said and done--much is said and little is done—we must change of
that and thusly, is this which we are about in our Father's work. Do not
dawdle over that which you understood not--there is no knowing without the
experiencing and each comes in proper sequence. Further, whatever you are
trying to avoid won't go away until you confront it. If it be terminology or
perception--look at it, allow peace and balance and release that which is
distraction—it is concept which is truth--not the moral edicts set forth by
man--neither can morality be "voted in". If you live by the Laws of God and
The Creation---ye are fine, if not—ye are incorrect and it shall be thine
undoing. Voting "in" immorality or murder, changes truth not one iota—it is
still in wrongness in God's eyes and brings unbalance unto The Creation.
Human has set himself up as thine interpreters--that is because ye have
allowed of it--no more and no less. YE KNOW IN THINE HEARTS WHAT IS
PROPER FOR GOD IS WITHIN THINE SELF--EVIL IS WITHOUT AND TEMPTS
THINE CONSCIOUS, PHYSICAL SELVES. THERE IS NO "TRUE FOOLING" OF
THE GOD-SELF. PONDER UPON THESE THINGS.

DATES AND DEADLINES
You must consider specific dates of actions and happenings as further
distractors. Especially those which "do not happen"--know that ones of the
lighted realms will continue to tell you that not even "I" know the exacting
moment of mine return--nor that of an earthquake. Consider all prophecies to
be "general" in nature for the most accurate of the prophets are years and
years apart. You are to only look unto the "signs" and the leafing of the fig.
There will be great upheavals in all parts of thine world, some you will be
given exactness--most you will not, depending upon the thrust and needs of
various groups to be in replacement, etc. This is especially a time in which
false-prophets will be giving exacting times and proclaim they come from the
lighted realms--then the dark prince will make sure it does not happen and
ye will feel duped and pull away from truth. Look at the overall--not at the
obvious beneath thine noses.. Neither must you become captivated by
Nostradamus---take his words as guidelines---naught more.
Thus far, the overall is truth, but the riddles are deep indeed and only meant'
for a few to understand and only selected ones at that. These are still
interpretations, even if speaking with the energy himself, for your terms and
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languages are inaccurate and not explicit enough. To truly understand that
which another says you must have EXPLICIT DEFINITION AND ALL IN
RECEIVING MUST HAVE THAT SAME EXPLICIT DEFINITION AND MEANING. If
I use the term "rain" and I use it instead of "sun", it means "rain" if I have
explicitly told those ones receiving that when I say "rain" it means "sun".
There is no such explicitness upon your place. You speak in riddles all the
time and your politicians are masters at the art of saying nothing and
meaning all sorts of heinous things--through innuendo and implicitness and
assumption, and, and, and - - -.
Mostly, the reason Hatonn has spoken of this particular version of
Nostradamus is that it originally began with pure intent and truth of signals-it has since also deteriorated--God told you that you must be prepared for I
would come as a thief in the night--unexpected. You ones wait upon the proof
before you make your decisions--no, it will not be thus--you must be in the
deciding and the exactness is often hidden well indeed.
Hatonn has been asked directly about an earthquake in Missouri and whether
or not interpretations were incorrect or if balance came from another
dimension, etc. Does it make a difference? Or is it curiosity upon which you
would base your decision about the Journal's truth or Nostradamus' truth,
etc.? Your "proof' shall never come so blatantly, brothers,—thy proof shall
always come from within and then the "off-mark" predictions will have no
meaning to you in the least. You have been told, for instance, that a massive
quake is overdue along the California fault line---and still ones sit upon the
fault itself—so be it—GOD ALLOWS! AND IF YE CHOOSE TO SIT UPON A
BREAKING FAULT, SO BE IT!

FUNNY MONEY
Yes, we can tune into the government fiasco regarding things, including the
"funny money" and that which they plan. Unfortunately, it would take two
volumes to simplify a response. As you might imagine, the Japanese and
other world investors do not desire such manipulation for they perceive
correctly just what it means to a world economy. Further, it is a tool and ploy
of the Global Planners, Zionists and the system set up to enslave you. These
things will be further discussed in the Journals. Quite Earthy indeed--but
where do you ones dwell--in the physical? Then we must speak of the
physical, must we not? If you ask me for food and I give unto thee clothingwould ye not be aggravated? Well, ye ask us for truth and understanding and
how to see your way through this maze of trial--we shall endeavor to share
with ye ones that which is allowed unto us to share. If your son asks thee for
bread, would you give him a stick instead? Neither would thine Father. First
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you must come into the truth of the Journals for all still balance them against
the fortunetellers and some Guru, etc. Until we can get through the chaff, we
cannot focus totally on the wheat. Man still clings unto the MANY-and yet, if
the "MANY" be honest and truthful teachers---they will tell you there is but
one--GOD. If ye hear other, then there is error--I ask that ye give ear and
eye unto these words as well as that which ye attend and see if it comes into
balance—I ask no more of thee—but do not pronounce thine pronouncement
of evil upon the word without having read all the words in the presence of
that one you label God. Most take of small portions, out of context, AND
READ IN THE PRESENCE AND SANCTION OF SATAN! PONDER IT. YOU ONES
ARE SEEKING FOR THE DENOUNCEMENT, NOT THE TRUTH. YOU ARE
SEEKING TO "PROVE" THE JOURNALS WRONG--NOT EFFORTING TO SEE THE
TRUTH THEREIN-- WHY MIGHT THAT BE? COULD IT BE THAT SATAN ASSISTS
YOU GREATLY IN YOUR PERCEIVING? It reminds me of something I
witnessed just yesterday. An entire group of listeners were one after another
denouncing the government--less than one percent of the entire group could
name the senators and representatives from their own state, much less their
own district--and only one person (a senator from the state) properly placed
the ones finally accurately labeled. How can you, for instance, deplore that
which has been torn from your national Constitution--if you have no notion of
that which is really in the document?
FURTHER: HOW CAN YOU DENOUNCE THE JOURNALS AS BEING FALSE
BASED UPON THE OPINIONS OF ANOTHER? IF YOU KNOW NOT FIRSTPERSON WHAT IS REALLY WITHIN A BOOK--THEN YOU HAVE JUST GIVEN
YOUR OWN SOUL INTO THE DECISION OF ANOTHER--WILLINGLY INDEED.
MORE SO, THEN WHEN YOU PROJECT THOSE PARTIAL TRUTHS AND
PERCEPTIONS UPON THINE BROTHER--YOU ARE APT TO PULL HIM DOWN
ALSO. LET IT BE THE LESSON OF THIS DAY YOU NEED CONVINCE NO ONE
OF THESE TRUTHS-THEY WILL SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES—IF MAN EFFORTS
TO CONVINCE YOU OF A THING--BEWARE, TRUTH STANDS WITHOUT
DEBATE! CONVINCING IS A RESULT OF ONE MAN'S (OR MORE) OPINION
ACCORDING TO HIS OWN PERCEPTION BASED UPON THE PRIOR OPINIONS
OF OTHER MEN. GOD IS QUITE CAPABLE OF PRESENTING HIS OWN TRUTH
AND ULTIMATELY IT WILL STAND ALONE AFTER ALL ELSE HAS FALLEN TO
THE WAYSIDE. IN THE SPIRITUAL, TRUTH IS ABSOLUTE; THINGS RELATING
TO THE FUNCTIONING OF PHYSICAL MAN IS BASED UPON OPINIONS AND
OPTIONS OF ACTIONS-BE KIND UNTO THESE TEACHERS AND SCRIBES WHO
EFFORT TO INTEGRATE THE TWO. IT IS A MOST HORRENDOUS AND
MAMMOTH TASK INDEED.
This very point is the confirmation of this scribe---she knows that her own
talents would not allow of this massive diversification of information---based
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upon man's interpretation---for we cover ALL facets of life activities of major
impact and she is but human, yet, you as human beings, need places to seek
your own confirmation--that means in tid-bits of truth from human ones. As
you find of your confirmation regarding all these things of which we speak--then ye will have built thine truth of truth and be able to understand the
things which shall deviate from thine set belief patterns if it should be so--you would look carefully before the discarding thereof. You must first be able
to look at that which we bring in openness and reason and then decide--not
discard because another being tells you to not look or partake. In the end it is
only YOU, my friend--not that preacher, teacher or "expert authority". Just
you and Me, brother--just YOU and ME! No matter which path ye take--at the
end shall be ME! IF YE CHOOSE OF ANOTHER—SO BE IT FOR I AM THE WAY
AND NAUGHT WAY SAVE THE PATH OF GOD SHALL YE REACH GOD. I COME
TO SHOW THE WAY AND BRING YOU HOME AGAIN. LET THIS REST WITHIN
THINE HEARTS THAT- YOU FIND PEACE.
We welcome your sharing and I trust I have responded to each who bore
questions. This scribe is going through a most difficult time for things of Earth
management rest most heavy and she is given to see and know as we pen-the visions are most painful indeed--but through the knowing comes the
knowledge of hope and change-ye cannot change or solve of a problem
unless ye first recognize the problem. Then the way can be isolated as to that
which is best to do about it and annihilate it.
Go in peace, chela, for I thank you greatly for your time and service. You
cannot solve of all the problems and help shall be coming from the physical
standpoint. I know of thine burdens and I know the way is hard indeed--let
us walk together. Aho.
I will move to the side, that you might take respite. In the golden light of
radiance which is One with Father God, I AM Sananda in thine service. So be
it and the benediction of peace unto you in thine troubled world. Hold unto
mine hand for I can sustain you. Adonai--look unto the door for therein shall I
be.
The Phoenix Journals:
Sipapu Odyssey
And They Called His Name Immanuel
Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
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Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan's Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
The price is $10 per JOURNAL, 10% discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 7.25% sales tax. Add shipping, $3.25 for first title
and $1.00 each additional.
Express is $20 per quarter (including back issues for the quarter).
Send orders and Payments to: America West Distributors, 6992 El Camino
Real #104-335, Carlsbad, CA. 92009
Write for Quanity Discounts.
Available from America West or your Local Distributor.
*********
Lloyd Marshall, a writer for New Hampshire Profiles, reports that Switzerland
has the most automatic weapons per capita and yet has the the lowest
firearm related crime rate. Proof again that taking firearms from people is not
the answer to crime, as those in control would have you believe. Criminals
always have a source.
"Be optimistic. God wouldn't ask us to do something we can't."
Jay Kesler, President of Taylor University
General George Patton is supposed to have said,
"Courage is fear holding on a minute longer".
The Bible doesn't say,
"Some things are possible".
It says,
"All things are possible through HIM".
When a man forgets himself, he usually does something that everybody else
remembers.
The word anger is only one letter removed from danger.
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Good examples have many times the value of good advice.
How about sending in your favorite words of wisdom?
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